PriamNevhausten: and divide by two!
PriamNevhausten: *having divided by two, is now under brian's control* 0_o
Arch mage144: *integrates all his funds into a single account and squares them away*
BloodStarAIM: Don't you own that phrase AM?
Arch mage144: *stops making bad math puns before someone reciprocates in a negative manner*
BloodStarAIM: This could multiply out of hand, you know.
Zemyla: and besides, those jokes are derivative, anyway...
Arch mage144: So in summation...
XStrike8: *uses the power of the INTEGRAL against Brian*
PriamNevhausten: ...all we really want is equality?
BloodStarAIM: 63! *Dies laughing*
Arch mage144: Of course!
Zemyla: *waits for Ash to log in*
WereNezuJin: ....okay, this conversation is officially more pun-riddled than even I can come up with.
dragonclawsedw has left the room.
PriamNevhausten: *saves log*
BloodStarAIM: So in sum...
Arch mage144: ...the total would indicate that the product of this discussion...
Daien01: Hmm... So, can someone sum up all that's going on? o.o
Zemyla: making these puns is a sin!
WereNezuJin: *takes the natural log of the chat*
dragonclawsedw has entered the room.
Arch mage144: Was "absolute"ly zero.
PriamNevhausten: We need to raise some power...
BloodStarAIM: Additionally, we should subtract these puns from any logarit- I mean logs added to the site.
dragonclawsedw: *bites the Duke network*
PriamNevhausten: so that we can be coeffecient
Zemyla: It's AM's fault. He's the determinant.
PriamNevhausten: any arguments?
Arch mage144: I think our thoughts on the matter are most definitely NOT congruent, Blood.
Arch mage144: In fact, they're not even similar!
BloodStarAIM: Perpendicular then?
Daien01: They may be similar, though.
XStrike8: I think the stupidity in this chat has just gone up exponentially.
BloodStarAIM: Mine may be off on a tangent, I know.
Zemyla: Well, I could draw some fascinating parallels to other chats...
Daien01: (damn XP)
PriamNevhausten: I think that would complement this discussion nicely.
BloodStarAIM: But I think we have a definite solution available.
Arch mage144: You know, all the expressions we've used thus far are starting to build up to a point of being very silly.
Zemyla: we need to intercept these people as they're making puns...
UltraRube has entered the room.
PriamNevhausten: what was the origin of this, anyway?
WereNezuJin: Definite solutions to situations like this are not in my domain.
UltraRube: Yawn. I am tired.
Arch mage144: ...well, the equation for success is to terminate it before it gets out of hand.
XStrike8: Please tell me this whole thing is imaginary.. >.<
BloodStarAIM: I've started on geometry. This needs to end soon.
PriamNevhausten: just a slippery slope, Xstrike
Arch mage144: Yeah, Div, they're really out of the range of my knowledge...
dragonclawsedw has left the room.
UltraRube: I take it I jumped into something weird again.
BloodStarAIM: AM, you need to divide by two to end this. Hurry!
XStrike8: I mean, after going on for a set time....
dragonclawsedw has entered the room.
dragonclawsedw: PIECE OF @#%$ NETWORK!
BloodStarAIM: Before we start entering the realm of non-real numbers!
XStrike8: This is starting to approach infinite stupidity. >: \
Zemyla: We've used these puns to a disturbing degree...
PriamNevhausten: that's beyond our domain!
Arch mage144: That's been used already!
PriamNevhausten: my error
Arch mage144: ...I predict a stack overflow!
WereNezuJin: My brain's almost unable to function.
XStrike8: *divides chat by zero*
Arch mage144: *STACK OVERFLOW*
Zemyla: it's getting highly irrational...
BloodStarAIM: *Screams with digits!*
PriamNevhausten: We need to stop this at its root
UltraRube: ...great, now you're confusing me.
UltraRube: DIE
Arch mage144: ...ah, Rube, one of my favorite relations!
Zemyla: and there's no continuity!
UltraRube: *cutman arrives and kills everyone*
UltraRube: There, much better.
Arch mage144: In fact, this conversation is infinitely discontinuous.
BloodStarAIM: Evades blades by escaping to another plane.
Daien01: Hmm... I think this all adds up.
dragonclawsedw: *killed*
BloodStarAIM: * *
XStrike8: *killed*
WereNezuJin: *slain*
Arch mage144: ...I think we need to cancel all the negative factors and *dies*
PriamNevhausten: *deadified*
Zemyla: it'll never be too complex for me! *dies*

